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Features • Three-pole tripping for all faults

• Single-pole tripping for single-phase faults 
and three-pole tripping for all other faults

• Single-pole tripping for single-phase faults, 
two-pole tripping for two-phase faults and 
three-pole tripping for three-phase faults

• Provides correct tripping for evolving faults

• Suitable for single, double, 1 and 1/2 and 
other multiple circuit breaker arrangements

• Allows three-pole tripping only, or single-, 
two- and three-pole tripping to be sepa-
rately selected for each circuit breaker

Application The main purpose of the TR trip logic func-
tion is to serve as a single node through 
which all tripping for the entire terminal is 
routed.

The main purpose of the single- and two-pole 
extension to the basic three-pole tripping 
function is to cater for applications where, for 
reasons of system stability, single-pole trip-
ping is required for single-phase faults, and/
or two-pole tripping is required for two-phase 
faults, e.g. on double circuit parallel lines.

To meet the different single, double, 1 and 1/2 
or other multiple circuit breaker arrange-
ments, one or more identical TR function 
blocks may be provided within a single termi-
nal. The actual number of these TR function 
blocks that may be included within any given 
terminal depends on the type of terminal. 
Therefore, the specific circuit breaker 
arrangements that can be catered for, or the 
number of bays of a specific arrangement that 
can be catered for, depends on the type of ter-
minal.

Functionality The minimum duration of a trip output signal 
from the TR function is 150ms.

The three-pole TR function has a single input 
through which all trip output signals from the 
protection functions within the terminal, or 
from external protection functions via one or 
more of the terminal’s binary inputs, are 
routed. It has a single trip output for connec-
tion to one or more of the terminal’s binary 
outputs, as well as to other functions within 
the terminal requiring this signal.

The expanded TR function for single- and 
two-pole tripping has additional phase segre-
gated inputs for this, as well as inputs for 
faulted phase selection. The latter inputs 
enable single- and two-pole tripping for those 
functions which do not have their own phase 
selection capability, and therefore which have 
just a single trip output and not phase segre-
gated trip outputs for routing through the 
phase segregated trip inputs of the expanded 
TR function. The expanded TR function has 

two inputs for these functions, one for imped
ance tripping (e.g. carrier-aided tripping com
mands from the scheme communication 
logic), and one for earth fault tripping (e.g. 
tripping output from a residual overcurrent 
protection). Additional logic secures a three-
pole final trip command for these protection 
functions in the absence of the required pha
selection signals.

The expanded TR function has three trip ou
puts, one per phase, for connection to one o
more of the terminal’s binary outputs, as wel
as to other functions within the terminal 
requiring these signals.

The expanded TR function is equipped with
logic which secures correct operation for 
evolving faults as well as for reclosing on to
persistent faults. A special input is also pro-
vided which disables single- and two-pole 
tripping, forcing all tripping to be three-pole.
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Function block

Figure 1: TR function block: Single, two and/or three 
phase tripping logic, ordering number 
1MRK 001 458-XA

Figure 2: TR function block: Three phase tripping 
logic, ordering number 1MRK 001 458-VA

Input and output 
signals

Note: Some signals may not be present 
depending on the ordered option.

Table 1: Input signals for the TR (TRnn-) function block

Note: Some signals may not be present 
depending on the ordered option.

Table 2: Output signals for the TR (TRnn-) function block

TRIP
BLOCK
TRIN
TRINL1
TRINL2
TRINL3
PSL1
PSL2
PSL3
1PTRZ
1PTREF
P3PTR

TRIP
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TR1P
TR2P
TR3P
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Signal Description

BLOCK Block trip logic

TRIN Trip all three phases

TRINL1 Trip phase L1

TRINL2 Trip phase L2

TRINL3 Trip phase L3

PSL1 Phase selection in phase L1

PSL2 Phase selection in phase L2

PSL3 Phase selection in phase L3

1PTRZ Impedance trip without own phase selection capability

1PTREF Earth fault trip without phase selection capability

P3PTR Prepare all tripping to be three phase

Signal Description

TRIP General trip output signal

TRL1 Trip output signal in phase L1

TRL2 Trip output signal in phase L2

TRL3 Trip output signal in phase L3

TR1P Tripping single-pole

TR2P Tripping two-pole

TR3P Tripping three-pole
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Technical data Table 3: Trip logic

Manufacturer

Parameter Value Accuracy

Minimum duration of trip 
output signal

150 ms +/-0.5% +/-10ms

ABB Automation Products AB

Substation Automation Division

SE-721 59 Västerås

Sweden

Tel: +46 (0) 21 34 20 00

Fax: +46 (0) 21 14 69 18
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